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By P. A. V’elikov, N..2. Stchapov,,.sad’ii?.F. Lorenz

●

✎ ✎✌✎

The Institut Scientifique 12xp&imentaldes Transports.at Moscow.es-
tablished toward the end of 1925 had since its inception included in its
program the study of themechanism of plastic deformation and the prob-
lems associatedwitlIit -iithreference to the materials of themes.ns.~f
transport. Beforethe progrem thus determined upon oould be Garried dut,
it was necessary to adopt a method of research, or, more exactly, a,Sys-
tem of such methods. Because of the modest equipment of the laboratory
of the recently established institute, the choice of any particulW
method was determined not only by the admmtages it offered but “alsoby
the resources available. As a result of aseries of studies and”inves-
ti~;ations,a method was determined upon which in this paper will be de-
noted as the “micromechanicalt’method. ...-.

,.

,The underlying basis of this method is already known. As will be’.’
seen “fromthe description that follows, the micromechanicalmethod is
me~ely,’,a,combination of the micrographic study of plastic deformations
with’.metianicaltests on small specimens. It is a well-known fact that
a wmber of.investigatorshave largely employed and still are employing
these two procedures and have thereby obtained good results. The au-
thors of’the present paper have found it useful to combine the two meth-
ods,by making the two studies simultaneouslyon the sane specimen.!,

,,,
The observation of the development of the deformatiori.lineson ‘a

polished and etched specimen has largely been utili’zedin studiesdea3-
ing with the phenomenon of plastic deformation but very little as an
investigationprocedure of the properties of each individual structure.
The observationsmade in the ~courseof the.pr.esentinvestigation show
that the process cfthe development of the microdeformati,onsoften in-
cludes complementary.characteristicswith regard to the properties of
the structure of the metal under.examination and therefore should be of
Particular interest. The mechanical study of sp”ecimens’.”ofsmall dimen-
sions, which forms the second, inte~rating~ part of the mioromechanical
method, offers the natural advantage: namely, that {he small dimensions:

. ..”

X:’’Etudel~cro-~e’caniquedes M~*aux~ll First Communications of the New
InternationalAssociation for the Testing of Materials. pp. 328-338.
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of the specimen permit the,specimen.to be taken from any part of the body
to be tested and in different directions. l’hisgives a means for study-
ing the materials at dif’feren-tpoints. It is seen from figure 1 that the
specimens used still are too large in comparison with t~ose used ly~many
other investigators but are nevertheless sufficiently small for the prac-
tical purpose for which they were iatended.

The tests on the specimens for resistance to compressionwere cs.r-
ried out by means of the machine of Gagarine; while the,tes-bson the re-
sistance to tensionwere conducted on a special apparatus built by
Lorenz. (For the description of ‘theapparatus, see reference 1.) The
Lorenz apparatus permitted stressing the specimen to tilebresking point
on the microscope stand itself...It is tius possible to observe in con-
tinuous fashion a certain group of grains during the entire stressing
process - that is, up to the instmt of failure - or to mm.mine nl<cro-
scopiceill’y,at each stage of the deformation,

,..,
the ontire spc,cinlentiidcr

“~,ten:iono’
.,,,.,

,.. ..’,,’..”,
.,. ,

Two types ‘ofspecimen were employed for the tensiomtcsts, the
!,.

firs-ttype without a notch (fig. la) and the second type with.a notch
(fig. lb). In choosing a certain group of grains iila specimen 02 type
le.to make a continuous examination of it, it was only by chmce that a
group was discovered which was at the limits.of the constriction formed
toward the end of the test. In most cases the group chosen was outside
the constriction: that is, where the last degrees of the deformation
leading to ’-!!he.bresdz~didnot present themselves. The notched specimens
(fig. ~b);on the contfiarypermittcdobservation of the grains yrhichin-
variably ftill%i.thintha region near tho strongest deformations- The
presence of &ynotch, however, results in a great complexity in the dis-
tribution”of the tensions and distorts the entire charac+cr of-the phe-
nomenon. ‘A compldte exmnination of the specimen at a certain,per<od of
the”deformatioii’’”hasremedied somewhat the defects of the t}~otypes of
specimen by permittiilgthe study on an uunotched specimen of tho zones
,.o?largeydeformationand on a notched specimen the zones rewov,edfrom
“’-”$hefai,t~;esection that have a less intense distribution of th,e.:~efor-
mationso:.“,,: ,:.., ,,

The specimenswere polished ancletched before the test. ,[o~’:mild
‘steel the ‘etbhin~was stronger than the usual one for revealfig ‘the
struc$ure o“fthe metal in order to bring out better the conto’ur.s,of the
ferri$e grainsj:’si~icethe deformation lines in a metal with little car-
bon ~r’econe-entratetiprin.cipallyin the ferrite while the pearlite re-
mains iiltticio‘Withtltebbjec.tof studying the change in the Shap? ~f’
the surface of “the&ains,. the’successive phases of the deform~tionwere
fixed by..t~~q~ngon rna$glass, in addition to “hking photographs.

.,.

In order that the.resu.ltsto ~be expected from the application of”the
m.icromechanical.method may be judged, the discussion is given belowof
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several results on
. . mild.steel used in

3J

three different characteristic structures:namely,
tie construction of bridges, nontreated rail steel,..—, .,.

sad fine?.ygrmulated chrome and nickel steel. In the presen”tpapert
the numerical results of the mechanical tests are not”given, the numer-
ical figures having only a relative value since the mechtiical proper- ;
ties’of any specimen depend on its shape and dimensions. The readings
obtained in these tests can be used only as comparison values. It iS
believed that it would be impossible in practice to give the coeffic-
ients relating the small specimens im the normal specimens, because a
normal specimen gives a mean value of the mechanical properties of some
definite part of a body while a small specimen characterizes the metal
only in a reduced zone. In the present paper will be given the micro-
graphical characteristics of the three substb.ucesmentioned above with
respect to the development of tinepermanent deformations which are pro-
duced.

In the mild steel, as also in the other materials studied which on
the tension diagram present a well pronounced curve, the first visible
lines of deformation appear at the end of the curve. Up to that time,
the change in the shape of the grains is produced probably by slip of a
magnitude below the resolving power of the microscope. The first lines
of deformation appear most often in a group of grains of similar orien-
tation (fig. 2). The resistance to slip on the contour of the grains
being weakened in the case where theilip appears in these places rather
than elsewhere and the correspondi~ lines pass ia a continuousmanner
through a series of’gra~as Of practically coinciding orientation. The
slip bzmds then arise relatively rapidly in the grains of a size consid-
erably exceeding the mean dimensions or in grains of a very irregular
shape. On the other hand, certain grains with boundaries similar to
those of a regular polygon and having dimensions below the mesm, remain
at times quite intact even at the stricture itself. The directions of
tinelines of deformation ordinarily form an angle limited by the normal
and an angle of 450 with the direction of the tensions Lines parallel
to the direction of the forceare almost completely absent.

As the deformations increase, deformation lines arise also in the
new grains. As has been said, the orientation of these lines with re-
spect to the direction of the ~~is of the force remains the same. In
the grains a?-readydeformed, there is noted the appearance of new lines
as well as the increase in length and width of the old lines. Generally,
at the beginning the lines of deformation start at an extremity of the
grain and do not cross it entirely. Lines slso have been observed that
form.at the mi,ddleof the grain and at first do not reach any of the ex-
tremities.

It is believed that there are as yet no tests establishing, in m
irrefutable manner, whether these lines are slip lines or microscopic

—
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f$s,~~es. It is’certaiti’%hateven i~”+be:lineswhich are obse$ved,,atthe
.,:.:.,,,-,,,

?@@ning are lines bf’perceptible..slip..tbedegellerateateinto fi@rps in
‘a,,~ela-kiyelyshort time. E~dently, it would be of great interest to de-
,tez%inethe transition from”the slip to the fissure smd the ‘tensioncor-

- res~.~ndiqgto this state. “Th\svalue ,wouldrepresent an import+t.,,char-
“acteristicof the material. ~The following conventional procedure..@:di-
vidi& i+e deformation lines’’intothree categories has been determ@ed.
As belonging to the first category are considered tie lines which disap-
pear on the repolishin~ of the specimen.and do not reappear after re-
etching. As lines of the second category are tlaosewhich arise aft~r,the
re-etching but which tlnendisappear after the annealing. Those lines,
which remain after the annealing belong to the third category. It is”jm
tienoted that.this classification requires a greaterprecision, and yet
~o-@e fixed are the
‘tid’theduration of
is carried out,

At the highest
those of fissures.

degree of polishing and of etching, the temperat&e
the snnealing, and tie medium in which the annealing

degrees of deformation, the lines are unquestionably
They even cease to be approximately parallel as they

are at the beginning of the deformation, but bend and $ntercross and at:
times even take the shape of a fork. The number of lines in’”eachgr+tn
is high only in exceptional cases. In a nonannealed’metal it is rela-
tively rare that the grain is covered by a large number of lines. For
exsmple, a grain under a compressive force such as is shown in figure 3
is an exception.

A system of intercrossed deformation lines is only rarely observed
in the tensile state, the exceptions appearing only at the stricture.
The system of intercrossed slips is typical, however, of compression.
(fig. 4). There is readily observed during all the phases of the”defor.
mation’the effect of the resistance to slipping on the”oontours of the
grains, a resistance,which is due to a different orientwtion,of the
single grains and more still to the,.presenceat the boihidar’iesof the
grain of a harder crystalline constituent. The plane figure :which@
exsmined under the microscope gives only an insufficient pi”c$tilre’’of”the
spatial phenomena to which the deformation phenomena belong.’ ; ......

A second example of the application of the micromechahical ~eth~d,
is$ as has been said, to the study of the rail metal. The investiga-
tions undert~en .bythe Institut Scientifique .Exp&imental des Trsxw.portS
are in connection.with a large project under.tskenin the Soviet Union,’by..
a special connnission,with the object of studying the rail problem. ,
Rails removed from tineroad have been used for the micromechmical spec-
imens and investigations of the above-mentioned commission. Among these
rails there were some that have proved themselves to be of good’quality
and others tht were defective. The results o“btainedfrom the’specifiers
taken ~rom thq:.upper,hence most fatigued, part of tie rail differed ap-
preciab~y from those obtained on specimens taken from other parts of the
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same rail. The specimens taken fro~.the upper part of’the rail fail be-
fore any important visible rnarks”ofdeformation ho.ve,,beenabl,q,to@Q-
.velop. -- ‘.

,,

The phenomenon to be mentioned next is We first apparent index of ‘
the deformation, an index which C6JIbe estimated only subjectively and
cannot be fixed in a quantitativemanner. As soon asthe elastic limit
is exceeded, the pattern o? tie pea~lite is greatly accentuated under
the,naked,eye and the entire structuremarks a great contrast. It is to
be observed that toward the end of the test the boundaries and the ap-
pear+ce of,.the.grainsagain become less distinct. This probably is due
to $Iie;,fac%thatthe polished surface ceases to be plane.’,This.phenomi-
en@’~is’bis5.bleon all the photographs reproduced, and the’”,resultis
%hat’”at’:~fiejs~agdsof adviinceddeformation it was found netietishryto use
only:’a;’sirigle’’’sectionof the visible field$ the remainder’’~~perallybe-
inr.out of focus..

, .

.’ :,...

~ ,The”fifistlines of deformation, particularly for the @notched spec-
@ns,”are ordinarily visible in the ferrite (fig. 5).”,Son@imes these
l~nes,,tittain”aconsiderable development and evident ,fi:sures’.appearin
the,,fetiritewithout any lines of”def,o}mqtionbeing .fo~ed @ the sur-
rotiditigpearlite (fig. 6)., The>has.es’of the more a~yuced” d~f’ormation.~,...
as ‘ivell“b+the initial phases”;”riear”,’th-enotch also tie~ck“tljepearlite,,.
whe~e”~efo-rmationlines are observed,ql.on~’and’across the “l&iellas.“ The
defo’@iatio~i;,$~nescrossing the pear”~~t+@ietra~e,and geqer&Uy also
c~oss’@e ti.eighbo’ringgrains of ferrite~iihich;offerno resis@xnce to the
prq~ag’qtion”of’’tll~;,def~rmationover their boundaries.” Thes:’’li.nesstop
only at a ‘~~’~in“ofp-qarlitesucceedin~”@e ferrite,;‘as”>,sseen’in figures
7 and”’8,~&{& rejjr~senithe same point ’ofthe spe~irnen-’di,fferent~ymagn-
ified .smdat a different ang16 of incide~ce ‘ofthe li’ghto In the spec-
imens from the,e:$ternalsurface of a rail taken from the road ,deforma-
+i!dn””i””i’riei:-~~$$aspecia~”appe”arexcewere found after their failure (f,igs.

,.
,,..,,,..;

g~.~~~d~~)i~ll,{..w~S’no~-Possible to observe under the microscop?’tliepre-
cAw::izk@#~t a~ ~@iiqhthese f“issuresoccurred? Such fissurds:Were not
o~-@%xl”on d ‘@ofidqfo’Medspecimen.,.,,.,..,:.,. In studying these lines”un~era.dif-
ferk@$”.@g~e””:op,i.ntiidence’oflight, they could still be observed for
nonm&taZli’;c,pj!ir;~\c,le50

....,’-. . ., #‘“

~h~orne,andnic,~elsteel’of the following composition”presentsa
third 6xampledf the application of the method being deicribed:
,:,- ,,

c . ● . 0.46 “ s... 0.01 Ni . ‘.~,3.52

Si . . . 0.14 P.. .’O.O3

hill. ● . 0.54 cr. . . 1.02

The mechanical properties of this metal may be characterized by the fol-
lowing results obtained from normal specimens:
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Tension . . ... . ... . . . . ,9;● kg/m2 . . 59.5

Extension . . . . . . . . * . . percent . . Ii3.1

Although these figures indicate a considerableplasticity of the metal
owing to its finely granulated structure, it was not possible to make
out any visible marks of deformation of the surface of the sample. The
general appearance of a specimen at a point taken outside of the con-
striction is shown in figure 11. As may be observed on this photograph,
a.milder crystalline constituent presents a series of slip bands. As
for the constriction itself, it is to be observed that because of the
deformation in the pleme of the surface of the specimen, so that the
surface itself ceases to be plane, the pattern of the structure becomes’
so indistind that it is difficult to recognize the old character of
the nondeformed metal. The photograph (fig. 12) shows, to a very large
magnification, a point of the specimen near the constriction wbthe
phase immediately preceding the failure. .

At the time the present paper was being prepared, the authors al-
ready had made some observations on the effect of a preliminary defor-
mation of the metal from which the specimenswere prepared, Thero ex-
~sts a typical difference between the appearamc of the deformations of
a specimen of this kind and of a specimen of a metal wlnichhas not ,been
:su.bjectedto a force. The lines of deformation in the metal previously
subjected to a compressive stress have along the axis of the specimen
an orientation near the normal, while in.the case of the nonstressed
metal the predominant orientation,oi’the :lineso,fdeformationmakes “.’.
with the .Wis of the specimen sm angle.of approximately 4500 A second
indication of preliminary ~ompression is tinepresence of grains forming
a system of intercrossing slips, a phenomenon rarely observed on a:
specimen without preliminary compression.

,.,.,
. , The”slip bwds in the grains having two systems of defo~ation are
general~yless curwed and less spaced between them than is the case in
the other grains. In the ssme grain can be cbserved intercrassed slip
bands (fig. 13) as well as systems of bands of double slip.: The grain
which is at the center of tilephotograph (fig. 14) is a ch~a@eristic
example of a deformation of this kind. The different parts of this
grain are traversed by slips or fissures which are merelya pr9l0nga-
tion of the deformation lines of the neighboring grains adj~ce,ntto the
parts of the grain under consideration. The number of,observations on
the alternated cleformation(compression-tension)whiohhad been made at
the time the present paper was written was not sufficient for any con-
clusions to be drawn. ,,, . . . .

The results already obtaiaed enc~urage the Institut Sc$eqti.fique
Experimental des Transports to extend the investigations to the study

.,.....’ .. ,.,. ..
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of combined plastic deformation: that is, the phenomena of compression,
longitudinal and transverse tension, torsion, and so forth. The Institut

. intends inthe near--futureto conduct research on the phenomenon of lrag-
ingffin & state of tension and, finally, on the effect of a dynemic load
on the plastic deformation.

Tremslation by S. Reiss,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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